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ABSTRACT

Talking about cultural heritage means discussing the material and immaterial inheritance from the cultural past of a society, but from the present. In Europe, all too often, the heritage is managed on an economic and ideological basis in line with what sells (tourism) and what is written in the memory and ideology to reinforce the bases of the Nation-State. In the Middle Ages, Islam as a civilisation reached far beyond the Pyrenees, although for a relatively short period. However, it consolidated itself in a good part of the Iberian Peninsula for at least four centuries. From a critical point of view, and that of research, here the treatment the medieval Islamic heritage has received in Catalonia is dealt with, while also seeking space for debate to improve the understanding of this enormous cultural heritage that has too often been forgotten or has been mythified.
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1. Introduction

In Europe, historical legacy in the form of cultural heritage is an appreciated asset for the societies. A clear reflection of this is the generalisation of ministerial organisms or public and private entities managing cultural heritage within the governments of the European states and the European Union. Moreover, from the point of view of legislation, governments continue to regulate the interaction between society and heritage or between research and heritage. Thus, government action responds to the social concerns or the dynamics in the research centres.

Perhaps, if one particular reason has to be highlighted to understand the intervention in cultural heritage by the governments of European nation-states this would be none other than the consolidation and prolongation of the memory and ideology that comprise national identity. The founding myths are understood as the basic essence of social cohesion and inclusion, far beyond knowledge of the historical periods from a rigorous scientific point of view, which always should be neutral and exempt from ideology.

Furthermore, society values the heritage elements where they are found, in a specific territory or country. Whatever the perspective from which the material and immaterial heritage is perceived, it is worth mentioning that European societies have a tradition of critical knowledge about this question and thus, the constant preservation and projection of their own cultural heritage. At the same time, this valuable inheritance is being opened up to the general public through cultural tourism, which all too often dresses up emblematic sites to attract visitors drawn by the scenarios rather than the historical or artistic contents. To a certain extent, this affects the patrimonial policies, the investments behind these and especially which heritage sites receive optimal treatment and which do not. The perspective for analysis is very broad, so here I only focus on the patrimonial inheritance of al-Andalus in a specific territory, Catalonia.

2. The medieval Islamic heritage in Catalonia

From the Islamic conquest of the north-eastern territories of the dismembered Visigoth kingdom between 713 and 714 until the fall of the Islamic territories in the districts of Tortosa and Lleida in 1148 and 1149, Andalusian society forged an extensive and heterogeneous cultural heritage. This, stratified as the society that was building it gradually consolidated or changed, gives us the figure of no less than four and a half centuries during which the territory now known as Catalonia was Islamic. As an example, in the case in Islamic fortresses, like the tower of Ràpita (Vallfogona de Balaguer, Lleida), nowadays we note that reforms continuous were

---

carried out by the same Andalusian society to strengthen the walls. This allows us to affirm that according to the historical context, those walls received the treatment that the society asked for, and that the technology enabled its life and usefulness to be extended.

Undoubtedly, in the Islamic districts of Lleida and Tortosa, everyday life generated an immense quantity of heritage elements, many of which are clearly visible in the archaeological sites. One can highlight the ‘Pla d’Almatà Archaeological Park’ in Balaguer for the exceptional quality of the material identified. There are various archaeological sites with clearly Islamic artefacts on the surface and in the underlying strata, clearly showing how intensely this territory was settled. At the same time, the landscape also shows the effects of Andalusian culture, mainly in those areas that were on the frontier with Christian-held territories. In the Islamic areas where an intense occupation and exploitation of the lands is identified, as in the case of the so-called Pla del Mascançà, or in the Tortosa area, the landscape still registers this in such notable aspects as the extent of the irrigation network or the layout of the rural hamlets. Meanwhile, in the frontier area of Aspres (Islamic district of Lleida), the toponymy appears devoid of Arabic names and both defensive and productive infrastructures.

Thus, as a summary, in our times, we can corroborate the existence of a valuable patrimonial legacy of Islam in the Middle Ages but these tangible and intangible elements are also not very perceptible. Below, a series of casuistics are broken down into sub-sections that can explain the difficulty for visualising the Islamic legacy of al-Andalus in Catalonia.

2.1 The historiographic tradition of medievalism

Various medievalist researchers have published studies about the treatment of the Islamic period in present-day Catalonia. The excellence of these works shows the notable interest in the current historiography for demystifying myths
and proposing analyses based on scientific methodology to clarify and propose new historical interpretations that shun religious and nationalist ideologies.\(^7\) So, the lines of research they are developing are fed by new methodological tools\(^8\) and historiographic currents\(^9\) that clearly bring the researcher closer to a greater knowledge of the Islamic period in the north-east of the Iberian Peninsula and specifically, modern-day Catalonia.

Historically, Catalan medievalism has dedicated greater efforts to research into the late medieval period in detriment to the early medieval era. Specifically, if we take the geographic area of that study as a reference, we can see that the research in the Late Middle Ages mainly focuses on the so-called Catalunya Vella (‘Old Catalonia’), while the Catalunya Nova (‘New Catalonia’) is studied as a conquest that was consolidated well into the twelfth century.\(^10\) Thus, the lands of the centre-west and south-west of Catalonia is known through and with the process of conquest, while the internal idiosyncrasies of the Andalusian society were ignored until well into the twentieth century.\(^11\)

For modern and contemporary authors, al-Andalus generated an interest mostly for claims for national and religious roots, highlighting the classical and traditional aspects of identity. The medieval Reconquista (‘Reconquest’) is the backbone that structures a Spain identified with its own system of values and with a specific mission

---

10. Sabaté, Flocel. L’expansió territorial de Catalunya (segles IX-XII)...
in history. This axis was shared by nineteenth-century intellectuals and politicians as it granted internal cohesion and justified the existence of a prior reality, the idea that before the arrival of Islam, identity national had been forged in the resistance of Sagunto and Numancia to the Roman invader. Authors like José Álvarez Junco focused their attention on the ‘Reconquest’ and exalted the main characteristics of the Spanish as a nation when he emphasised the esencia guerrera y religiosa del pueblo español. Similarly, in Charlemagne, Catalonia found its own path to identity. Thus, Víctor Balaguer identified Otger Cathaló as the Pelayo Catalán and interpreted that Manresa was the Covadonga Catalana. For historians of the modern epoch until the nineteenth century, the legend of Otger Cathaló completes the heroic view of the first Catalans, who had to fight ferociously against the Muslims, and at the same time, prepared the arrival of Charlemagne, which is explained as a release. From a geographic point of view, the birth of the Catalan nation is identified with Pyrenean and pre-Pyrenean areas, where the population took refuge fleeing from Islamic domination. These allodial peasants gradually settled the area towards the frontier with al-Andalus.

Despite the publication of the first works on Islam in the Iberian Peninsula by Codera and Dozy, the truth is that there were no incentives to study the subject, and the historiography continued to repeat the stereotypes with little contrast. That happened in the twentieth century, on one hand omitting the history of al-Andalus and on the other, continuing with the stereotypes of the recovery of Catalan territory usurped by the Muslims, in other words, the ‘Reconquest’. These approaches fitted into and facilitated links with the different elements of the national history.

In that context, Josep Maria Millàs i Vallicrosa was the reference in the research

and study of the Arab documentation in the Lleida and Tortosa lands. Later, his research marked the trajectory of Catalan Arabist researchers like Dolors Bramon. Almost a contemporary of Millàs i Vallicrosa, Évariste Lévi Provençal and his work are references in the research into western Islam in the Middle Ages. His evolutionist interpretation of Andalusian central power in Cordoba and his detailed examinations of the Umayyad family stand out. However, this panorama did not cover all the territories of the frontiers, especially that of the Upper Frontier.

In Catalan Medievalism, with his studies into the phenomenon of expansion, Ramon d’Abadal permits the traditional view to be assumed and reoriented. He explained that the Pyrenees full of people would be the base from which the counts pushed the population towards the frontier with al-Andalus. These settlers occupied and exploited the unpopulated frontier territories, as these progressively advanced to the south. This idea displaced the ‘Reconquest’ and introduced a new one of Repoblació (‘Repopulation’), as military attacks were only focussed on the cities and key Islamic positions. This interpretation of repopulation culminated with Pierre Bonnassie who explained that the population of the Pyrenees moved for socio-economic reasons, thus reducing the impact of the actions of the counts.

However, the emptiness of the frontier areas was placed in doubt through specific studies of the Vall de Lord and Sant Joan de les Abadesses. In a more global outlook, Salrach proposed seeing the phenomenon of the occupation of the space as a slow process, where, on one hand, he saw the appropriation of agricultural land as an economic process, and, on the other, the feudal dynamic as leading to an inherent expansionism towards Andalusian society. So, this view did not envisage ‘Repopulation’ but tended towards the point of view of conquest military but without considering the myths of the heroic deeds of the past.

At the same time as medievalist research advanced towards new ways of interpretation, Andalusian historiography adopts new and renovating approaches. From his multidisciplinary training, Pierre Guichard approached the study of al-Andalus from an anthropological, historical and archaeological perspective. In fact, the territory in all its complexity was the subject of his study to understand Andalusian society. His studies focused on the Levantine area led him to claim a

notable role for the rural communities, many of them organised from clan groups. To some extent, Guichard proposed a regionalist history of al-Andalus, which would clash with Lévi-Provençal’s centralising view. The growth of studies into al-Andalus gaining strength as the last quarter of the twentieth century approached. Miquel Barceló\textsuperscript{31} delved into the study of Andalusian society, especially, from the analysis of the hydraulics in the rural communities. However, despite the rise of Andalusian historiography all over Spain, Catalonia had to wait until the 1990s for the first research that presented an overview of Islam in the Lleida and Tortosa areas.\textsuperscript{32} The knowledge about al-Andalus was consolidated later with the research by Dolores Bramon into the Arab documentation, which continued on from the work of Millàs i Vallicrosa.\textsuperscript{33} Indeed, in that context of the end of the twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty-first, the bibliographic output resulting from research with a territorial scope was important,

We can highlight the studies by Giralt in Balaguer area\textsuperscript{34}; the researches about \textit{almunies} by Eritja\textsuperscript{35}; the work on Islamic Tortosa by Esco\textsuperscript{36}; or the innovations around the agrarian and hidraulic landscape in Andalusian Tortosa by Kirchner and Virgili\textsuperscript{37}. Similarly we must add the studies about the rural communities in the Tortosa region by Negre\textsuperscript{38}, the city of Lleida by Loriente\textsuperscript{39}, and the landscape of the ancient district of Lleida by Brufal\textsuperscript{40}, as well as the researches around Balaguer by Monjo\textsuperscript{41}.

The research undertaken by the archaeological methodology coexists with editions and studies of the Arab documentation. Altogether, this contributes a successful bibliographic production that shows us the Andalusian society, economy and identity in both Lleida and Tortosa. Meanwhile, the studies into the expansion of the county society into Andalusian territories have adopted a new framework of

---


\textsuperscript{36} Esco, Carlos; Giralt, Josep; Sénac, Philippe. \textit{Arqueología Islámica en la Marca Superior de Al-Andalus}. Osca: Diputación de Huesca, 1988.


\textsuperscript{40} Brufal, Jesús. \textit{El món rural i urbà en la Lleida islàmica (s. XI-XII)...}

interpretation, namely the frontier. The concepts of ‘Reconquest’ and ‘Repopulation’ have been outstripped by significant progress in the analysis of the sources, in their diversity, and by the holistic and hermeneutic view. In this sense, Flocel Sabaté explains the expansive phenomenon of county space in a careful periodisation that begins in the ninth century and goes through to the twelfth. This broad new focus extends the view towards global history, embracing economic, military, fiscal, religious and political history for both the county and Andalusian aspects. So, it seems that the medievalist historiography has assimilated the Andalusian, while approaching shared ways of interpreting the same phenomenon.

Although the evolution of historiographic studies on the treatment of the expansion of the counties into Islamic territory and on al-Andalus has been synthesised, it is worth mentioning that the ideological weight of a given inherited historiographic tradition means that the recurrent theme of Islam in the Iberian Peninsula has provoked a lot of controversy in both Catalan and Spanish society in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. In 2008, the archbishop of Valencia wrote el cristianismo, la fe católica —se profese o no por las personas y se quiera o no— constituye el alma de España. Indeed, this statement is no accidental pronouncement if we take it into context, given that during the second term of José Luís Zapatero (Partido Socialista Obrero Español “Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party”), the conservative side of Spanish society feared the loss of identity as a nation, so they went back to the roots of what they consider the origin of the essence of Spain, one that clearly show the theoretical basis of what it is to be Spanish, where the Catholic faith is the pillar, while avoiding explaining the historical influences of other religions like Islam. In the same conservative line, but from his position as ex-leader of the Spanish government, José María Aznar (Partido Popular “Peoples’ Party”) gave a speech in 2004 about Islamist terrorism in Georgetown University. He explained that the problem of terrorism in Spain did not start with the Iraq war or al-Qaeda but rather dates back to the Middle Ages, from 711 with the Islamic conquest of the Visigoth Kingdom, or as he called it, the invasion of Spain by the ‘moros’. This terminology responds to the negationist and catastrophist discourse of history, where, ignoring the historical sources, an important phase in the history of Western Europe is intentionally interpreted from a present-day outlook. It explains the present from the past and moreover, with a marked ideological bias. The media close to these conservative theses publish articles that are aligned with the discourse of Spanish identity. Thus, in 2011, Pedro Fernández Barbadillo stated, cuando los árabes

44. “Christianity, the Catholic faith —whether professed by the people or not and whether one likes it or not— constitutes the soul of Spain.” Cañizares Llovera, Antonio. El esplendor visigótico, momento clave en la edificación de España y para su futuro. Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 2008: 44.
45. See from the second 45 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Zt5h_wbaP4> (Consulted 15th November 2015).
irrumpieron en España ya existía un país independiente y unas personas que se llamaban a sí mismas españolas.\textsuperscript{46} Recently, once again Cardinal Cañizares, in an ‘informative breakfast’ entered into the debate about the relation between immigration, basically Syrian, and the loss of the traditional values of Europe, based on Christianity.\textsuperscript{47} The immigration of Syrians, which Cañizares called ‘the invasion’, equivalent to the events of 711, was at the same time interpreted as a dangerous entry of infidels into Christian territory with the obscure aim of invading us. Indeed, once again, the theories based on national-Catholicism impregnate the public debate ignoring the objective facts being studied nowadays by university or liberal experts.

The opposite end of the postulates we have presented arose in the 1980s with a ‘bonist’ or romantic view of medieval Islam in the Iberian Peninsula.\textsuperscript{48} From an ideological point of view, these perceptions are found in both progressive segments and in Andalusian nationalism. The latter see in,

\[
\text{la civilización andalusí la máxima culminación histórica del ‘pueblo andaluz’. Mas recientemente se prolonga como manifestación de una pretendida historia ‘antisistema’, que adopta una pose postmoderna de cuestionamiento de las verdades de la historiografía ‘oficial’, siempre adicta al poder y justificadora de sus manipulaciones.}\textsuperscript{49}
\]

The romantic theses about al-Andalus and the Andalusian or Islamic society have gone much further and still have more impact. On one hand, the thesis of the “Muslim Spain” an invented formulation and one that is contradictory in itself that shows the way of doing history at a determined moment. The need to differentiate between the Andalusians and Maghrebians lies behind these postulates, portraying the former as living in an enlightened society of poets and while the latter came from a barbarous place full of dangers.

The romantic ideas did not end there but became accentuated from the Spanish Transition and the marked desire among certain historians and ideological sectors to break away from the official history of the destiny of Spain that had been explained until then. Specifically, the consolidation of the autonomous communities led to the recovery of their own identity traits, and al-Andalus found its place in this project.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{46} “when the Arabs burst into Spain, there was already an independent country and people who called themselves Spaniards.” García Sanjuan, Alejandro. \textit{La conquista islámica de la península Ibérica y la tergiversación del pasado}. Madrid: Marcial Pons Historia, 2013: 52.
\item \textsuperscript{49} “The Andalusian civilisation the maximum historical culmination of the ‘Andalusian people’. More recently it was prolonged as a manifestation of a supposed ‘anti-system’ History, that adopted a post-modern pose of questioning the truths of the ‘official’ historiography, always addicted to power and justifying its manipulations.” García Sanjuan, Alejandro. \textit{La conquista islámica ...}. 24.
\end{itemize}
Thus, a discourse was generated where the image of al-Andalus was linked to that of an Islamic society where tolerance and coexistence between the three cultures was possible as the result of mutual understanding that was violently eliminated by the Christian conquerors.50

Moreover, and in line with Manuela Marín, as a derivation of the idea of tolerance, the virtues of Andalusian life were exalted, comparing them with the Andalusian arte de vivir (“art of living”). These are related to very varied aspects of everyday life, emphasising the goces sensuales, el gusto por los perfumes, los jardines, la buena mesa, la música y las belles mujeres.51 However, the myths about Andalusian society should be qualified from the historical analysis by showing up the fallacies from which these are sustained.53

La ‘tolerancia’ es una idea relativamente reciente y ajena a los andalusíes (y a cualquier otra colectividad anterior a la Declaración Universal de los Derechos Humanos), o que la única cultura con caracteres dignos de ser considerada como tal, en al-Ándalus, fue la árabe-islámica. Es cierto que las minorías judías y cristianas gozaron en al-Ándalus de un estatuto de “protección” infinitamente mejor que el de los judíos en la Europa medieval, que hubo familias de religión mixta y que los emires musulmanes tuvieron a su servicio administradores y médicos judíos y cristianos. También es cierto que los episodios de persecución a estas minorías religiosas fueron contadísimos en la historia de al-Ándalus, aunque existieron y en algún caso, como en el pogrom de Granada del siglo XI, con un número elevado de víctimas. Todo ello no implica, sin embargo, que existiera lo que hoy se califica admirativamente de convivencia modélica. 54

However, the myths about the Islamic conquest, the process of Christian conquest, and Andalusian social dynamics persist. Perhaps one should ask why this type of myth survives and we would find the response in a partial ideology or xenophobic and racist groups. In fact, the practice of understanding the past from an idea of the present is taking body and form all over Europe, as Flocel Sabaté shows referring to the presence of the Middle Ages in the current linguistic discourse:

51. Marín, Manuela. Al-Ándalus y los andalusíes…. 63.
52. “sensual pleasures, the taste for perfumes, gardens, good food and drink, music and beautiful women.” Marín, Manuela. Al-Ándalus y los andalusíes…. 63-64.
54. “Tolerance” is a relatively recent idea and one alien to the Andalusians (and any other group prior to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights), or that the only culture with characters worthy of being considered as such in al-Andalus was the Arab-Islamic. It is true that the Jewish and Christian minorities in al-Andalus enjoyed a statute of “protection” infinitely better than that of the Jews in medieval Europe, that there were families of mixed religion and that the Muslim emirs had Jewish and Christian administrators and doctors in their service. It is also true that there were very few episodes of persecution of these religious minorities in the history of al-Andalus, although they existed and in some cases, as in the pogrom in Granada in the eleventh century, with a high number of victims. All this does not, however, imply that there was what would be qualified admiringly nowadays as a modelic coexistence”. Marín, Manuela. Al-Ándalus y los andalusíes…. 64-65.
Indeed, it is in education where we find the main transmitter of certain stereotypes and myths about Islam in the Middle Ages. Flocel Sabaté warned about this when he referred to *generaciones de españoles se han formado bajo una omnipresente Reconquista*. He was referring to schooling in the times of Franco’s dictatorship, which gathered all the myths and stereotypes about the expansion of Christian kingdoms and counties into Andalusian territory. The footprint of this national history where the myths and ideological misrepresentations of the past have an important weight is also reflected in schools in democratic times. Probably the result of the necessity to justify the nature and existence of the autonomous communities, each thought up its own educational curriculum in history. In the case of Catalonia, stereotypes about the Late Middle Ages still survive: they emphasise the overvaluation of the Battle of Covadonga, following with the mythical ‘Reconquest’ of the territory of the old Visigoth Kingdom, and manifest the Christian essence. In the end, it is clearly deduced that behind the national formation of Catalonia there is the conquest by force of a usurped territory and that the moral and spirit is Christian. At the same time, these stereotypes coexist with those of the romantic view of Islam. The food, art, the mosque and irrigation networks are the most recurrent themes when explaining al-Andalus.

Indeed, the task and responsibility of historians is enormous when it comes to studying and explaining episodes from history where the historical sources are not abundant. If, on top of that, we add a deep trajectory of historical interpretation, the work of the historian is significantly increased. Undoubtedly, we must continue to study the late medieval frontier, understand it from all the points of view that made

---

55. “The Middle Ages are very present in current society. It hardly is so in the school. In contrast, it lives in the environment: it appears when turning the pages of the newspaper, in looking at options for leisure activities for the family weekend, in all kinds of discourses, in favour of progress or the reencounter of the mistreated identity, in proposals to ascertain the structure suitable for the modern world. It is a kind of atemporal phenomenon that is a historical invocation encrusted in the present and, perhaps, aiming to condition the future.” Sabaté, Flocel. “Medievalismes actuals”, *L’Edat Mitjana. Món real i espai imaginat*. Catarroja: Editorial Afers, 2012: 283-305.


it up and especially without arbitrarily excluding any of the elements, and even less, one that is as important as Andalusian society.

2.3 A weak sensitivity about preserving the medieval Islamic heritage.

Where do we come from?

The academic and intellectual world has placed the valuation and protection of the cultural heritage on the table, especially that which refers to history and art. The above point is a good example, given that, as we have noted, as mechanisms were sought for interpreting national identity, both Spanish and Catalan, the various elements of the heritage were among the main supporting arguments. To ensure the preservation of the heritage, the Ministerio de Instrucción Pública y Bellas Artes i la Dirección General de Bellas Artes (“Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts and the General Office of Fine Arts”) were created in 1900. From then until 1933, the legal bases to protect, preserve, value and regulate Spanish and Catalan cultural heritage were established. Although the law of Ley Relativa al Patrimonio Artístico Nacional de 13 de mayo de 1933 (“National Heritage of May 13th 1933”)\(^59\) englobed the legislation from 1901\(^60\) until then, we must go back to the Decreto de 22 de mayo de 1931 (“Decree of May 22nd 1931”)\(^61\) to see the vanguard that prepared the law of 1933. For the first time, this Decree contained a listing of properties and artistic, archaeological or historical objects and was designed to avoid the plunder and export of cultural heritage. On this legislative basis, in 1932, work started on what was the first great law on historical heritage in Spain.\(^62\) After almost a year of preparation, the law was passed and published in May 1933. This law covered the following aspects: the contents and the notion of Inventario del Patrimonio Histórico-Artístico Nacional (“Inventory of the National Historical-Artistic Heritage”), the administrative organisation for the protection of patrimonial assets, assigning the police the task of pursuing offences involving the historical heritage, the legal status of the assets,  


\(^{61}\) Alcalá-Zamora, Niceto. “Decretos”. Gaceta de Madrid. 23 May 1931: CXLI, 880-881. <http://www.boe.es/datos/pdf/BOE/1931/143/A00880-00881.pdf> (Consulted 26th October 2016). From this Decreto, we wish to highlight the recognition given in the introduction that all citizens have pleno derecho al disfrute de las obras de arte y de cultura; derecho que se funda, no solo en el origen e historia e inmuebles y objetos, sino en que su guarda y conservación ha sido y es carga de España (full right to enjoy the works of art and culture bequeathed by the past; a right based, not only on the origin and history and properties and objects, but also that their protection and preservation has been and is a commitment of Spain).

the role of the curators of monuments and the creation of a census of endangered buildings. In international law, it regulated the control of fraudulent exports of heritage. It also included measures to encourage public museums, the new regime for assets that was based on the prohibition of their cession when they were the property of the Administration or the Church, and norms about the Inventory of the National Historical-Artistic Heritage.

In this busy legislative context, article 7 of the Statute of Autonomy of Catalonia passed by Ley de 15 de septiembre de 1932 ("Law of September 15th 1932") attributed los Servicios de Bellas Artes, Museos, Bibliotecas, Conservación de monumentos y archivos, salvo el de la Corona de Aragón ("the Services in Arts, Museums, Libraries, Conservation of heritage and archives, except its of the Crown of Aragon"). In this legislative framework, the following laws referring to the cultural heritage were passed: the Ley de creación del Consejo de Cultura de la Generalitat de 14 de diciembre de 1933 ("Law of Creation of the Council of Culture of the Generalitat [December 14th 1933]"), the Ley del Servicio de Bibliotecas, Archivos, Museos y Patrimonio Histórico, Artístico y Científico de Catalunya de 20 de marzo de 1934 ("Law of the Service of Libraries, Archives, Museums and Historical, Artistic and Scientific Heritage of Catalonia [March 20th 1934]"), and the Ley de Conservación del Patrimonio Histórico, Artístico y Científico de Catalunya de 26 de junio de 1934 ("Law of the Conservation of the Historical, Artistic and Scientific Heritage of Catalonia [June 26th 1934]").

The 1933 Law remained in force during the Franco period despite having been promulgated by the Second Republic. Under Franco’s rule, this law was complemented with the Law of December 16th 1954 that regulated the expropriation of land where archaeological remains were detected, and for the first time, included underwater archaeology (decree 2055/1963 de 25 de septiembre). From the start of the twentieth century until 1978, there was a well-defined legal framework, but one insufficient to stop the destruction of cultural heritage, especially architectural and archaeological. The Civil War led to notable losses of heritage either on the battlefronts or by the sacking of ecclesiastic heritage, archives, private collections, etc.

We must not forget that with the arrival of mass tourism and uncontrolled urban growth along the Mediterranean coast and in the main cities, the pace of the destruction of archaeological and architectural heritage quickened. The absence of coordination between the institutions that take care of the heritage and the scant material and human resources helped this deterioration. If we refer to Islamic

archaeological or architectural heritage, the situation was worse due to two factors: the first of these was the ignorance about the material culture of Islam in the Iberian Peninsula during the Middle Ages, and the second is deliberate neglect of the Andalusian material vestiges. Despite this bleak panorama, the great Cordoban monuments were already being given special treatment in the nineteenth century, as was the Alhambra in Granada. These great symbolic monuments received careful attention to avoid their loss. Another thing was the historical and artistic interpretation.

In Catalonia, there is no shortage of examples of destruction or deterioration of Islamic archaeological or architectural heritage. For example, in 1905, a tank for drinking water for the town of Balaguer was built inside Castell Formós, one of the most emblematic historical monuments with a clearly Islamic part in the north-east of the Iberian Peninsula. An Islamic citadel first, and then from the fourteenth century, residence of the Counts of Urgell, the fortified site holds a large quantity and quality of historical-archaeological and artistic information that would require specific treatment. However, the need to build this municipal infrastructure led to the destruction of a good part of the monument, thus also conditioning future archaeological works. Despite its historical value, in 1905, the ideal legal conditions to prevent the building of the tank and the destruction of most of the inside of the fortress did not exist. In Balaguer, the site was well enough known, as was its value as a monument. In fact, from the 1960s, this was reflected in various publications by local scholars and European specialists in the theme. However, the absence of awareness among the political authorities, the non-existence of a law of heritage that safeguarded it and the lack of interest among the population condemned Castell Formós forever.

This context prior to democracy is also recognised as the period when researchers and scholars individually initiated research into very varied themes. Under the umbrella of such institutions as the Provincial Archaeological Museum of Tarragona, the Institute of Tarragona Studies Ramon Berenguer IV of Tarragona Provincial Council, the Ilerdenc Institute of Studies of Lleida Provincial Council, and

68. This type of action occurred in other places in the Lleida area, such as Sunyer Castle, little of which remains nowadays after the building of a municipal water tank.
69. We refer to the Royal Decree of November 29th 1901, which defined the regulations about state archaeological museums, served by a body of archivists, librarians and archaeologists.
these researchers undertook the first historical and archaeological research. They were undoubtedly the pioneers of local history in the Lleida and Tarragona areas. Their work favoured the preservation especially of archaeological sites and their divulgence in scientific circles and among the general public.

Despite the complexity of safeguarding the cultural heritage, and especially the Islamic, during the twentieth century, it is worth mentioning that one has to recognise the legislation from the early century and that of the Second Republic, as well the interest of many people, either scholars or specialists in cultural heritage, who individually carried out the tasks of documentation and study, a colossal job that we appreciate so highly today.

### 2.4 The Islamic patrimonial heritage. Where are we?

The appearance of the Spanish democratic system under the Constitution of 1978 meant important progress in the field of cultural heritage for its preservation, consolidation and social projection. Thus, in the legislative field, the *Ley 16/1985 de 25 de junio del Patrimonio Histórico Español* (“Law 16/1985 of June 25th of Spanish Historical Heritage”) was passed. This opened the way to modernising the concept of cultural heritage and an organisational structure and action to preserve and adapt it to the European context. With the transfer of specific powers in culture, through its Department of Culture, the Generalitat de Catalunya established the Catalan law of cultural heritage. A review and update for the new times came with the 78/2002 Decree with regulations for the protection of the archaeological and palaeontological heritage of Catalonia. Clearly, in democratic Spain, the new legislation on cultural heritage propitiated the necessary re-organisation of the administration, especially regarding the types of protection, coordination between administrations, training of personnel, and its representation all over the state through its deployment in each autonomous community. In the case of Catalonia, the Generalitat de Catalunya opened offices of the Department of Culture in Tarragona, Lleida and Girona.
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This consolidation of democracy in Spain and the definition and deployment of a stable legal framework also coincided with the notable rise in action by the public administrations to recover, consolidate or promote the cultural heritage, including within this, the Andalusian. For the first time, it was accepted that al-Andalus was also another stage in the history of Spain. In this sense, we can highlight the archaeological work in both the urban settings of the city of Lleida, especially the site of the old Portal de Magdalena, as in the various actions in the Suda and the old quarter of Tortosa, and the first archaeological digs in the Pla d’Almatà and Castell Formós in Balaguer. These works on Islamic settlements coincided with various archaeological interventions and the recovery of the Collegiate of Sant Pere in Àger, Siurana Castle, Castelldans Castle, the Tossal de Solibera, Avinganya Monastery, Miravet Castle, the Tossal de Vallferosa, the castles of Os de Balaguer, Tartareu, Aitona, Vinatesa hill and Algerri, among others. As the turn of the century approached, an enormous Islamic archaeological and architectural heritage was being discovered in the western and southern areas of Catalonia. Evidently, the Department of Culture, the provincial councils and universities dedicated efforts to managing and preserving this valuable inheritance.

In this aspect, we must highlight the role of the museums of Balaguer, Lleida, Tortosa and Terres de l’Ebre (Amposta). They carry out important and tireless informative and educational work through very visible conceptual messages in the various exhibition venues. Moreover, these installations serve as the logistic base for archaeological projects or restoration and conservation work on the material remains.\(^\text{76}\) In this sense, they are a bridge between university research and dissemination in society. Following this line, mention must be made of the efforts for promotion through publications of notable interest. Thus, two publications about the heritage of Balaguer and the Noguera district between the Late Antiquity and the Late Middle Ages have been edited by the museum of Balaguer.\(^\text{77}\)

The Andalusian patrimonial heritage also appears in the history textbooks for the second course of secondary education.\(^\text{78}\) The inclusion of this type of contents gives the students the chance to understand and appreciate the rich cultural heritage, and specifically the Andalusian. Undoubtedly, this is the cornerstone to ensure critical understanding of the shared past, and so promote cultural integration in the present.

\(^{76}\) Another element to highlight in the Catalan museums is the Service of Attention to the Museums (SAM) whose mission is to assess and give support to the museums in its area. Under the Plan of Museums of Catalonia, the Museum of Lleida was the pioneer in offering this service.
2.4.1 The treatment of al-Andalus in the field of dissemination among the public

Within this sub-chapter, we consider it right to incorporate a specific section to deal with the question of dissemination among the general public. Certainly, one of the functions of the historian is to transmit historical knowledge processed with scientific methodology to society. Unfortunately, we have lost this important function that justifies the historical science, either through neglect by the historians themselves or through the promotion of other professions. It is undeniable that through the genre of the historical novel set in the Middle Ages, novelists, with Ken Follet as a notable example, have done a great deal to popularise this period. However, we must be critical of this literary genre for the all too frequent misrepresentation of important historical events, the difficulty of recreating dress, behaviour and, even more so, everything referring to mentality and values. In fact, *tot plegat avança cap a un espai estètic, farcit d’elements aliens a cronologies precises. Cal preguntar-se, donc, per una Edat Mitjana sense cronologia.* The popular television series ‘Game of Thrones’ produced by HBO recreates an imaginary world where seven kingdoms struggle to obtain the precious ‘iron throne’. The series aims to recreate the European Middle Ages where a number of dynasties fight for control of each of the kingdoms. This world of ‘Game of Thrones’ is organised around an economic system inspired in feudalism, and a society divided between those who fight, those who pray and those who work. The buildings that appear most frequently are those of medieval origin, like the cathedral and old quarter of Girona in the most recent season. When it leaves the seven kingdoms and moves to the kingdom of Meeren, we see an attempt to depict the Islamic world. However, the series is far from recreating it given the mixture of a slave-owning society, governed by sovereigns who lived in pyramids, and where capitalism is emerging with the trade in slaves and all kinds of merchandise. Despite the wishes of the author of the books, George R. R. Martin, and the scriptwriters of the series to recreate the Middle Ages, it has to be said that the dialogues, costumes, thought and ways of acting are far from resembling this, and the series seems more an anachronic jumble.

From another aspect, the Catalan public television, TV3, produced and broadcast two seasons of *Sota Terra* (“Under Ground”) (2010 and 2012). It aimed to be a ‘reality show’ for the broad audience, and here, under the direction of the prestigious researcher, Eudald Carbonell, a team of archaeologists had to spend three days working on an emblematic archaeological site in Catalonia. The eighth episode of
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the second season (2012) was dedicated to Balaguer, more specifically to various sites in the old quarter and the valuable archaeological site of the Pla d’Almatà. In Catalonia, this was a groundbreaking television show, where history and archaeology were the main subjects, and an Islamic site was featured, together with others from very distant historical epochs. The aim was to imitate Channel 4’s prestigious and popular ‘Time Team’, which presented various three-month long excavations from 1994 to 2014, directed by a well-known archaeologist and presented by the actor Tony Robinson. This programme ‘brought archaeology to the masses’ according to the Daily Mail, something previously unheard of in the United Kingdom, although the BBC already had an important archive of programmes on archaeology, with the series ‘Chronicle’ standing out.

Going back to *Sota Terra*, this televised format undoubtedly brought archaeology and history closer to the wider public, and the aim was to promote the work of historians and archaeologists. However, some of the dialogues between members of the team came as a disagreeable surprise and a shock. We highlight the following: referring to the contributions of Islamic civilisation, the following value judgements are presented: progrés econòmic i tecnològic (“economic and technological progress”) (11:22-11:27), el comte d’Urgell no sap gestionar les sèquies, ni els molins ni el sistema de reg (“Count of Urgell did not know how to manage the drains or mills or irrigation system”) (11:56-12:04) and enderrocar una mesquita islàmica després de la conquesta és una barbaritat (“demolishing a mosque after the Islamic conquest is an outrage”) (26:02-26:04). The following comparison is made regarding the conquest of the Count of Urgell Ermengol VI, recorda una mica l’època franquista on el general Franco intenta esborrar els trets característics de la cultura catalana (“somewhat reminiscent of the Franco era when General Franco tried to erase the characteristics traits of Catalan culture”) (11:40-11:53), with the presenter ending up stating that que la reconquesta cristiana ens va fer més mal que bé (“the Christian reconquest did us more harm than good”) (12:35-12:39). Taken together, the dialogues between members of the team are forced and full of value judgements, a bad *praxis* that historians are taught never to use in the first course of their degrees. Despite these very unfortunate comments, that do more harm than good, both Eudald Carbonell and Joan-Eusebi Garcia Biosca contribute some of the most notable scientific values, such as rigour and prudence, in their evaluations of the various archaeological activities carried out.

The proliferation of medieval fairs and markets could be another way to bring al-Andalus closer to modern society. The transfer of knowledge would clearly have a high impact in this format of a very well accepted cultural and leisure activity. However, in this kind of event, it is very difficult to differentiate characteristic elements from the medieval period and, even more so, anything from the Islamic times. So, for the Islamic, it is habitual to programme belly dancing, thus recalling the good life of the Andalusian citizens. The modern medieval fairs and markets are great areas for trading, where artisans of all kinds sell their products as pure, ecological and local, and also medieval, the latter understood as an added value.

Multimedia material proliferates on the web to raise the profile of museums, archaeological sites, cultural events, etc. In the specific case of Islamic heritage, there is a large amount of multimedia resources that bring this rich legacy closer to society. Platforms like ‘arqueoxarxa’ are good examples, and in the specific case of Islam, they include various entries both for the Pla d’Almatà86 and Castell Formós.87 In fact, these two sites have become the visible face of Islamic heritage in Catalonia.88

The multimedia industry has seen rising in recent years in the specific field of videogames. Society has understood them from their beginnings as a leisure product aimed at children and teenagers. The ever more sophisticated designs, the quest to create imaginary worlds or to recreate scenarios from the past has also fascinated an adult audience who have entered this world of videogames with a great deal of interest and enthusiasm.89 Within this wide field, there has been significant growth in videogames that recreate the past, and that is seen as a great opportunity to educate society about history not only by their producers, but also by historians.90 So, the productions seek ever more specific details of the events they want to explain, including thoroughness in the clothing, historically accurate stories, music adapted to the context, etc. Here is where the research centres specialised in the medieval world come into their own to supply the contents with the required accuracy to produce this typology of videogame.

Moreover, another aspect, unknown or less known must be highlighted, namely the ‘serious videogames’. These are especially deployed in the field of pedagogy.
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destined for schools and other educational centres.91 The results of the pioneering experiences have shown that adolescents who have interacted in this type of game have gained knowledge and skills in the subject of history.92

Thus, in the light and shadows within the broad field of dissemination, we should note that there is room for improvement and to bring history of the medieval period and that of al-Andalus in all its breadth to society. Videogames are an excellent example, and moreover, one with a long way still to go.

2.4.2 The research. Stable ways of interpreting the past and for the transfer of the knowledge

Although the cultural past of the Islamic period in the Middle Ages is increasingly assimilated in Catalonia, it is worth mentioning that from the field of research, archaeology plays an important role. In this sense, one of the aspects where there is a long way to go is precisely that of the archaeology of Islamic architecture, especially throughout the Ebro Valley. It is important to research the buildings because we still do not recognise the Islamic constructive typologies,93 while the recognised ones, in the case of the various morphologies of the stretcher and header ashlars, have not yet been contextualised into a global overview of Al-Andalus. One way is undoubtedly to implement an integrating project that deploys a single methodology of analysis that is backed by the theoretical and methodological principles of the archaeology of architecture. Moreover, such an ambitious project has to have architects specialised in heritage and specially trained in the Islamic period. In this sense, Pedro Gurriarán proposes studying the building techniques with ashlars based on those who made them and who placed them, in other words, following the footprints of the Moorish masons and master builders.94 This approach is based on the singular nature of the building technique throughout the Ebro Valley. It also suggests taking samples of mortar to analyse its composition, water stress, and its chronology from radio carbon dating. This line has had excellent results in the Tower of La Saira and Alguaire Castle, as both

buildings have been contextualised with a narrow margin for error. A project of these characteristics could illustrate the social and economic aspects that of Andalusian edifications in the Ebro Valley.

Continuing with the field of research into Islam in the Late Middle Ages, nowadays, the most complete and integrating discipline for studying it is the archaeology of the landscape. From a holistic view, this opens interpretative lines given the complexity of the historical landscape. The landscape is configured from anthropic elements (towns, towers, fortresses, cemeteries, mills, mines) and the natural environment (soils, forests, water, stone, minerals). It is this enormous complexity of technological, cultural, agronomic and ethnologic factors, that also opens innovative lines of research, which, cohesively integrated into a multidisciplinary structure, concludes with very specific responses about the historical landscape, in this case, the Andalusian. On an European level, there are various projects where the archaeology of the landscape has opened new interpretative paths. I should highlight the projects APSAT, directed by Gian Pietro Brogiolo, The Ecology of Crusades, directed by Alex Pluwskowski, MEMOlab, directed by José María Martín Civantos, or the various projects carried out by the Research Group on Heritage and Cultural Landscapes directed by José Antonio Quirós. These projects pay special care to the transfer of knowledge to education or cultural tourism. These are well-developed and rigorous final products and highly sensitive to the cultural heritage. In the end, this is an excellent methodology for promoting and building the discourse of the record through the historical memory on a firm scientific basis.

3. Conclusions

In Catalonia, a cultural heritage of Islamic roots has survived protected by the law, as the heritage of everyone, studied scientifically in the research centres, and divulged and conserved through cultural installations like the museums. The path to date has been, and to an extent still is, complex due to the growing number of theories that seek a mythical vision of the history of the country, and where Islam appears as the worst of evils. Moreover, with the growth of so-called ‘jihadi terrorism’ it seems that recognising this Islamic cultural heritage, the result of being part of al-Andalus for four centuries, is still bothersome or has not yet been assimilated as one more piece of the shared memory.

The Andalusian heritage is seen in a wide range of aspects of our everyday lives: the words, irrigation networks, written documentation, urbanism, food and popular traditions. This Andalusian heritage, which goes beyond the monuments, should, through history and teaching, be used as a lever to bring society closer to a stage

in history that is still seen with a certain reticence. Moreover, this approach is a
democratic and civic exercise in the recovery of the historical memory.

From one extreme to the other, the difficulty with which the history of Al-
Andalus has to be faced lies in its irrevocable link to the Spanish or Catalan nations.
Spain and Catalonia both confronted al-Andalus and everything seems to indicate
that there is no clear way out of the dilemma between rejection and adoption. To
cite Manuela Marín:

"Quizá haya que esperar a que se pueda entender que la historia de al-Ándalus no es la de
la España musulmana y que tampoco es la historia que debió ser para el presente; es decir,
a que se pueda entender al-Ándalus como una historia pròpia, la de una sociedad islámica
en el Mediterráneo occidental." 96
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96. “Perhaps we have to wait for it to be understood that the history of al-Andalus is not that of the
Muslim Spain nor is it history that it should have been for the present; in other words, for al-Andalus
to be understood as its own history, that of an Islamic society in the western Mediterranean”: Marín,
Manuela. Al-Ándalus y los andalusíes…: 66.